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• CHAPTER 1 •

This is Eliza’s and Steve’s family.Except for that guy 
in the star shirt.He’s Uncle Larry.The guy with the 
farmer getup and the girl doctor is their Mom and 
Dad.You notice their all playing the computer.This 
isn’t a rare sight.This is a normal day,minus Larry.”I 
am so gonna beat you!’‘Steve said,his tongue stuck 
out in concentration.”No fair you logged out!”Steve 

UH OH
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over to his sister.’’Eliza?”She 
wasn’t there! Suddenly,he 
felt like he was sick,Joe was 
hurtling through thin 
air!Then he stopped.He 
looked up,UH OH..... 



• CHAPTER 2 •

Eliza did not like creepers that much 
in real life,but when she came face to face with one in 
the game she was terrified.All of her 7 years of 
playing mine craft kicked in when she heard that 
hissing sound.RUN!! Sss...BOOM!The creeper 
exploded far away from her.Panting(oddly) Eliza 
looked at herself.She was all white,except for her 

KITTY ?
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jeans.Wait...pointy 
ears,tail?!?!Eliza was a cat in 
jeans!”Hey sis, I’m a squid!’’
Steve’s voice rang right beside 
her.”Steve!”Eliza looked at 
her brother.He was!”What are 
we going to do?’’He said.”I 
can help you”The pair turned 
around,the voice was a 
villager!”I didn’t know 
villagers could talk”Steve 
said.”Notch did that so we 
wouldn’t give away 
secrets.Anyway,there is a 
portal to get you back to 
huemaen world.”The villager
said.”You mean human.”Eliza 
corrected.”Whatever!Where’s 
the portal?”Steve really 
wanted to get 
home!”Why,”the villager said
with a smile,”It’s right 
behind....”



• CHAPTER 3 •

“you! HA HA!!!”the villager said while running far 
way from Eliza and Steve.With silent fury, the pair 
turned around.How could I have been so stupid?!?! 
Eliza thought.It was right behind us!”Race 
you!”Steve said,loudly.The siblings raced off toward 
the portal.”Mom!” Eliza said,”We’re home!”Eliza’s 
mother gave her a puzzled look.”Of course you’re 

HOME?
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home”Steve whispered in her 
ear,”It must have been a time 
freezer portal”.
The repair man came 15 
minutes after they had gone
through the portal.Eliza had 
called him as soon as she had 
her phone.The computer had 
to be fixed!But, as Eliza and 
Steve were finishing their 
dinner, they heard a muffled,
“AAAH!!!” The two siblings 
raced to Eliza and Steve’s 
room, but it was too late, the 
repair man was gone.
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Creeper

A character in Mine craft that explodes the player;the players stuff;the players creations.
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Sss

The sound a creeper or snake makes.
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